Book List

The number of books on coaching and mentoring is growing fast. We list here a selected number of titles which we see as interesting, useful and informative.

Those marked with a star should be regarded as key texts which have been particularly influential in the development of the executive coaching profession.
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Opinion, news, and lists from the book people at Booklist, Book Links, and Booklist Online. Opinion, news, and lists from the book people at Booklist, Book Links, and Booklist Online. Home. Booklist Online. The booklists community on Reddit. Reddit gives you the best of the internet in one place. Whether it be academic reading lists, Amazon listmanias, reading lists in the news, or discussions of specialized libraries. Weird lists are also encouraged! Also, let me know if one of your posts didn't get approved, or was caught by the spam filter, as I sometimes miss posts. Rules. (1) No memes or comics. (2) Don't be a dick. New Books, Good Books, Books To Read, Book Lists, Reading Lists, Reading Time, Reading Books, Erik Larson, White City. What others are saying. Up Book Love Book Cover Design Book Design Ux Design Graphic Design Interior Design Good Books Books To Read.